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"I’ M SENDING A CALL FOR A NEW BREATH " CAROLE DELGA ADDRESSED TO
PM E. BORNE 
REGIONS OF FRANCE CONVENTION ST MALO

Paris, Washington DC, 28.09.2023, 23:53 Time

USPA NEWS - The President of the Association of Regions of France, Carole Delga (Socialist Party), delivered a closing speech at
the Saint Malo congress, September 27-28, 2023, aligning herself with “The call of Saint-Malo” launched by his colleague Loic
Fesnsais-Girard, the President of the Brittany Region, Francois
“We are strengthened here by the strength of your ramparts but also fragile by the arrival of climate change,” she recalled,
She then explained (angry) that she was uttering a cry of the heart, very loudly and loudly, for the State to grant more importance and
autonomy to the thirteen (13) Regions of France, demanding that the words be followed by actions. “Ecological planning will not be
done without the regions! We must move beyond the vanity fair and the hype to form a united front. » which she considers to be, “like
an outstretched hand”, to Elisabeth Borne, the head of government. Indeed, the arrival of the PM, Elisabeth Borne, aroused a wave of
rebellion on the part of the presidents of Regions, during this annual congress "Even the Prime Minister, I challenge you with a Breton
enthusiasm so confessing in true tandem, with the regions and the state” Carole Delga exclaimed 

CALL OF SAINT MALO IN LINE WITH THE 2018 MARSEILLE CALL FOR FRANCE
During the congress, the announcement of the deployment of a French-style “Rail Pass” inspired by the German system created
heated debates during these two days of the congress, because it is the regions which manage transport, including rail. The regions
criticize the State that the railway infrastructures have required heavy investments, and pray to the State, passing the message to the
Presidents of the Regions have asked the Minister of Transport Clement Beaune present in Saint-Malo, the holding of Assises rail
mobility and intermodality. “Industrial energy and food sovereignty must allow a decent salary through knowledge accessible to all and
valuable work and so much work and reduction of projects and the conjugation and conciliation can provide real solutions so that the
hearts of the French are more happy. Because this is the heart of our convention.” Carole Delga stated.

"Giving an example and action because it is the nobility in the concrete action that we'll have in the commitment of our voters." "In a
state of mind of General de Gaulle, in his war memories, he described a state of mind, action

"I’ M SENDING A CALL FOR A NEW BREATH " CAROLE DELGA SENT TO PM ELISABETH BORNE

The President of the Regions of France, is then addressed to the head of the Government, the first Minister Borne, seated in the front
row, on the sides of Persian of the Senate, Gerard Larcher, Loic Chennai Girard, President of the Region of Brittany, and Elected
territorial elected officials, « DearElisabeth thank you for your answer and the members of your government and your sincere approach
but in the name of all the Presidents of the France regions I launch this call for a new breath" she explains that

“France in all its diversity and the economic situation shows an unemployment rate at 7%. "She adds" National France, shows
disappearances anyway, but in the same time the business is gloomy and the housing crisis of which we talked about with the
President of the Senate Gerard Larcher and on the load of the debt we must be attentive to face To our con-citizens

"FRANCE IS IS A PERMANENT TENSION, WE MUST DO MORE GOOD" WARNS CAROLE DELGA"

"In an anxiogene international situation and not understanding hollow announcements not followed by facts or the words and violence
verbal and invective, e we do not want any closure of hospital services. Some feel abandoned, by physical ability due to reason of
necessary transport. " Carole Delga said.
The President of Regions, expresses her reproaches on the statements of the State which decreased vis -à -vis regions "yesterday,
during the PLFF (Financial Programming Law) compensation allocations as the professional tax which drops from 6,3 % and only 1 %



for municipalities and what is coherence and justice?
The 700 M euros and CVAE which was to be a lasting compensation, but this year I will have to write that of lost time! » Carole Delga
sounded indignant. The President of Gerard Larcher freshly re -elected (The Republican), a week ago, for his sixth mandate also
insisted in his speech, on the imperial necessity of a shock of decentralization, and this by recalling the old promise formerly promised
by the president of the Republic.

"WE’D LIKE YOU TO HOLD OUR HAND"
France is threatened in its republican foundations and do not be mistaken for an adversary and we must fight against exorcisms and
populism; If we ever leave the extreme right in control and we will never accept us who are republicans.
We are proud to this partial and generous France by liberty, equality, fraternity, and also law and we have the combat strength and it is
we who will guarantee it. The audience thus applauds the words of Carole Delga, which, repeats to the first minister that she tends to
him "a caressing benevolent hand" consolidating his words thanking the President of the Senate for his support, also defending the
territories versus the State "Mr Larcher, tireless defense of decentralization for his fidelity and his supports on my ratings for the
Republic and acting so that all French people are considered "...

The PM, Elisabeth Borne recalled "A year ago, before you, I made a commitment: always dialogue, always build common solutions.
This conviction of the effectiveness of the dialogue, I have forged it throughout my career, as a prefect of the region, as a business
leader, as minister and Prime Minister."

The PM, Elisabeth Borne has on her side the three trails pillars and has her sight of the functioning of tandem lines "confidence,
consultation, differentiation", as well as "the third pillar of the state-regions relationship".
She quoted as an example of consultation the adaptation of "zero net artificialization" The head of the government, argued in response
to regions to grant them active autonomy "The subjects are numerous: ecological transition, mobility, attractiveness, full employment,
equal opportunities. Faced with these issues, we must all move forward in the same direction, with optimism, but also with lucidity."../
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